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Ordered mesoporous silica materials were firstly developed in 1992 by the Mobil Oil Company. 
Since that date the range of related materials has been continuously increasing, from small (2 – 3 
nm) ordered hexagonal and cubical pore systems, up to 10 and even 30 nm ordered pore 
structures. They are called MCM[1] (Mobil Composition of Matter), SBA[2] (University of Santa 
Barbara) or PMO[3] (Periodic Mesoporous Organosilica) materials. Due to their high surface 
areas (between 700 and 1600 m²/g), larger pore volumes (0.7 – 1.2 mL/g) and because of the 
high degree of order in the pores (hexagonal or cubic), they are applicable in a wide range of 
areas.  

Their high ordered porosity leads to a doubling of the retention factor when these columns are 
compared to several commercial high performance columns. 

Micrometer sized spherical mesoporous MCM-41 type particles were synthesized to use as a 
packing material for High Performance Liquid Chromatography. Spray drying was used for the 
synthesis of the particles as this enables easy up scaling. The entire synthetic procedure was 
optimized to ensure optimum particle morphology while preserving a high surface area and 
acceptable yields. The materials were subsequently treated with a C-18 silane in a grafting 
procedure for reversed phase LC application and packed into columns. 

A doubling in retention time was observed compared to conventional commercial HPLC 
columns of the same dimensions. This could be related to a much increased accessible surface in 
the pores compared to conventional HPLC materials with random pore sizes. The obtained 
columns remained stable during the entire series of HPLC analysis to which they were subjected 
(>300 runs) [4] 

PMO materials have an additional advantage when compared to pure silica. Apart from their 
large surface area, they possess an organic group between two silicon atoms. This leads to 
increased hydrolytical stability and extended life expectancy of the columns.  
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